Wardan Nara Bidi

Relax on Salmon Bay – 10km one way, approximately 3-4 hours

1 **Parker Point** – The crystal clear waters of this bay entice boating visitors 365 days of the year.

2 **Little Salmon Bay** – A perfect enclosed bay for experiencing what the Island has to offer under the water.

3 **The osprey stack** – Admire the huge osprey stack at Salmon Point. You may encounter the tenant of the nest if you are lucky.

4 **Salmon Bay** – Stroll along the beautiful bay and use the new stairs at Fairbridge Bluff to head inland to either Oliver Hill or Wadjemup Lighthouse.

5 **Wadjemup Lighthouse** – The most elevated point of the Island. Take in the 360 degrees view.

6 **Strickland Bay** – Rottnest’s most famous surf break. This spectacle is not to be missed!

7 **Mammong Dreaming sculpture** – Marvel at Peter Farmer’s Mammong Dreaming sculpture and listen to the story told by Traditional Owner Kerri Anne Winmar via the audio sign.

---

**Explore. Conserve. Discover.**

Rottnest Island is a walker’s paradise with many coastal headlands, inland lakes and both natural and man-made attractions to explore. Your safety in natural environments is our concern, but your responsibility. Please stick to the designated walk trails to stay safe.

**Leave no trace.**

Please help us to reduce our ecological footprint, be considerate of the environment.